
Students at Jefferson Academic Center met every day for one 
month in the Technology Center to design and construct a 
basketball board game with a mechanism to catapult a 
ball into a hoop. 
Technology Teacher Mr. Ramesh Nathai said, “This 
project involved problem-solving activities. The 
students had to research, brainstorm, design, 
construct, test and evaluate, share their solutions, 
and select the best and most efficient prototypes. 
The students also learned to use hand tools to 
build their designs.” 

 There was collaboration 
with the science, math, and 

language arts teachers so 
the special education 

students could fully 
understand concepts 
such as force, energy, tension, compression, potential energy, kinetic energy, 
measurement, graphing, and speed.
Luke, a student from West Islip UFSD, won the Champion of Champions of 
the Basketball Board Game Competition. He attributes his win to using a 
pendulum gauge design.
Assistant Principal Kenneth McCloud said, “The students explored creativity, 
demonstrated application, and displayed pride, satisfaction, and good 
sportsmanship at the Champion of Champions Tournament. The project 

supports the New York State Career Development and Occupational Studies 
Commencement Credential (CDOS). Students can apply the skills they are 

learning in careers and prepare them for post-school employment.”
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Sayville Academic Center recently participated in the nationwide event, 
Hour of Code. During the week of December 7, schools around the 
country were invited to support this movement by exposing students 
to the basics of coding, introduce them to the field of computer 
science, and inspire them to learn critical skills that are in demand in 
today’s high-tech global job market.

Ryan, West Islip UFSD and 
Benjamin, Connetquot CSD, show 

their enthusiasm for the “Hour of 
Code” event at SAC.

Connie Krause, 
Special Education 
teacher at SAC, works with 
student Jaleal, Longwood CSD.

Yigit, Longwood CSD and 
Adam, Connetquot CSD.

Dwayne, 
Wyandanch UFSD,  
wears orange for 
National Wear 
Orange Day.

Luke Mahoney, second from 
right, CAC Cosmetology and 

Barbering teacher, treated 
students and staff to orange 
manicures.

The staff and students at Centereach Academic Center recently 
donned the color orange in a show of support for National Wear 
Orange Day. This united action creates awareness of the teen 
gun violence epidemic, with the hopes of beginning productive 
conversation about the need to put an end to it. Luke Mahoney, 

cosmetology and barbering teacher, was on hand to 
provide orange manicures as well.

CAC SHOWS SOLIDARITY
Students and Staff Wear Orange to Curb Violence

National Event Promotes Learning Marketable Skills
SAC PARTICIPATES IN HOUR OF CODE
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Stephanie, Patchogue-Medford 
UFSD, gets into the 

cheering 
spirit.

The Oakdale-Bohemia Middle School 
cheering squad with students and 

staff from Premm Learning Center.

Two cheerleaders  
from Oakdale-Bohemia  
Middle School pose with PLC Special 
Education Teacher Iman Atalla and 
students Dylan, Longwood CSD and 
Valerie, Longwood CSD.

The cheering squad from the Oakdale-Bohemia Middle 
School recently visited Premm Learning Center (PLC) 
to perform, raise the spirits of the students, and bring 
a message of peace and friendship in honor of Dr. 
Martin Luther King, Jr.  After their demonstration, the 
cheerleaders broke into small groups to teach each 
classroom at Premm a cheer. 
The cheerleaders demonstrated flips, tumbling, and 
handsprings; created numerous human pyramids; utlized 

flashcards to spell PEACE; and taught the students a 
newly created cheer for Premm. Afterward, they divided 
themselves up into small groups to work with each 
classroom and pose with students for pictures. Lori 
Kachmar, Special Education teacher at PLC, is also the 
coach for the Oakdale-Bohemia Middle School cheering 
squad. She arranged for the squad to visit Premm and 
interact with the students. “This was such an exciting 
event for our students and an important exercise in 
community service for my cheerleaders,” she said.

CHEERING SQUAD VISITS PREMM LEARNING CENTER
Cheerleaders Perform for Special Needs Students, Raise Spirits, and Honor Dr. King

Cheerleaders 
celebrate the ideology 

of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. 
with a message of PEACE.
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Brookhaven Learning Center is known for its recycling efforts. “The students and 
staff take recycling very seriously in this building,” said Special Education Teacher 
Rosemarie Reichert.

The staff wanted to start the new year off doing something purposeful with 
the plastic water bottles. They chose a unit from the Unique Learning 

System® dedicated to repurposing everyday 
household items. The Unique Learning System® 

is an educational program that offers thematic 
units of study and differentiated materials 

to teach special learners. 
Reichert said, “The students learned 

how to create a beautiful floral light 
design using a typical water bottle. 
They cut the top of the water bottle, 
made four or six cuts to resemble 
petals, and then painted the petals 
with acrylic paint. A small slice was 
made in the cap so it fit over the 
light bulb.”
Students learned that substances 
can undergo changes that 

make them look different, but 
the chemical composition of the 

substance remains unchanged. This is 
known as physical change.

RECYCLING EFFORTS ARE PURPOSEFUL

Students from Brookhaven Learning Center at Samoset 
Middle School, an inclusive special education program, 
enjoyed two weeks of learning about Egyptian 
history and culture with a discovery chest on 
loan from the Huntington Arts Council. 
Speech and Language Teacher 
Kim Leonard said, “The students 
explored various tools, artifacts, 
and replicas of ancient Egyptian 
objects while modeling elaborate 
headdresses and jewelry 
reminiscent of the days when 
powerful pharaohs ruled the 
land.” Funding for the Egyptian 
objects was made possible by 
ESBOCES Arts-in-Education.

Classroom teachers took turns using the chest to 
introduce stories and connect historical facts to present 

day current events.  In art class, posters were 
created to showcase the historical clothing 

and designs of this colorful time in 
history. Speech Teacher Renee 

Gretschel said, “We used Egyptian 
symbols when we created the 
stories to enhance the historical 
and cultural significance of the 
history lesson.”
The event culminated with 
the students watching 
Engineering Egypt, a movie 
that described in detail how 

pyramids were built. 

STUDENTS LEARN ABOUT EGYPTIAN 
HISTORY, ENGINEERING AND CULTURE

Baylen, Bayport-Blue Point UFSD 
and Angelina, Rocky Point UFSD, 

donned the fashions of Ancient Egypt 
including jewels, a sheath dress called 

kalasiris, and headdresses of the pharaohs.

Students Alyssa, 
Connetquot CSD and Olivia, 
Longwood CSD, display the 

string of floral lights they 
created from plastic bottles.
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Social workers at Westhampton Beach Learning Center organized Character 
Education Day and invited retired military personnel to participate in the 

event. Members of the United States Navy, Air Force, Marines, and Army 
were present. The veterans presented Character Education certificates to 

the special education students. After the assembly, the students visited 
the local American Legion Hall located in Eastport.
In order for students to receive the Character Education certificates, 
they had to, on a consistent basis, portray citizenship and caring for 

those around them. School Social Worker Karen 
Audia said, “Success in life is based as much 

on social/emotional learning and personal 
character as it is on reading and writing 

skills.” Sixteen students received 
certificates at the ceremony.

At Masera Learning Center in West Islip, special needs students 
in Pamela Caden-Roberts’ class are learning real-world 
practical skills by managing the school supply store. Roberts 
said, “The students are acquiring how-to skills related to 
stocking supplies, monitoring inventory, filling orders, and 
delivering supplies to the staff in the building.” 
The process begins when staff members submit supply 
requests to the school secretary. The school secretary orders 
the supplies from a vendor. When the supplies are delivered 
to the building, they go directly to Ms. Caden-Roberts’ class. 
The students stock the shelves and re-inventory the wares. The 
school supply store is located in a special area adjacent to Caden-
Roberts’ classroom.
Each day students check to see if a supply request form has been 
completed by a staff member. If so, a student locates the requested items, 
places them on a cart, subtracts the item from the inventory, and delivers the items to 
the staff member. “The students are building their academic skills in math and reading, 
and their social skills when they interact with staff members,” said Roberts.
The students gain independence and real-life experiences that translate into career 
skills. “These are real and usable skills,” said Roberts.

CHARACTER EDUCATION DAY

Special Education Students Acquire Real and 
Usable Skills Managing the School Supply Store

Marines Veterans 
Michael J. Quinn and 
Army Sargent Dennis Morrilli, CEO of 
the American Legion, present Josiah, 
a William Floyd UFSD student, with a 
Character Education certificate.

Marines Veterans Michael J. Quinn and 
Army Sargent Dennis Morrilli, CEO of 

the American Legion, present David, a 
Patchogue-Medford UFSD student, with a 

Character Education certificate.

Zachary, 
a Rocky Point 

UFSD student, gathers 
supplies requested by a teacher. 

Special Education Teacher 
Pamela Caden-Roberts displays 

the order form.

LEARNING LIFE AND CAREER SKILLS



Students at the Westhampton Beach Learning Center hosted a 
concert titled, “Christmas Around the World.” The concert 
aligned with the school’s Character Education Program 
teaching respect, responsibility, and caring for all.
The students led the audience on a trip across 
Africa, Australia, Canada, Germany, Mexico, 
and Spain. Through music, poetry, art, and 
photography, everyone 
experienced the 
diversity and joy  
of Christmas.

CHRISTMAS AROUND THE WORLD

6
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Emily,  
Brentwood UFSD, 
touches an oyster.

Tevion, Patchogue-
Medford UFSD,  

likes the whale 
touch table.

Tevion, Patchogue-Medford UFSD  
and Mekhi, Central Islip UFSD,  

are intrigued  by the mussels.

Pia, 
South 
Country 
CSD and 
Devin, William 
Floyd UFSD, prepare 
roses and greenery for the 
Valentine’s Day gift sale.

Stephaine,  
South Country CSD, 
decorates cookies with 

Valentine’s Day messages.

Students at Masera Learning Center were introduced to shellfish, 
hermit crabs, sea stars, snails, oysters, and clams when they 
explored a touch tank transported to their school by Lead 
Marine Educator and Camp Director Marie Cancro from the 
Cornell Cooperative Extension (CCE). Through the ESBOCES 
Arts-in-Education Program and CCE, students were exposed 
to sea life without having to leave their building.
Special Education Teacher Jean Bennett said, “Some students 
may not get the opportunity to visit an aquarium, so this gave 
them a chance to experience something different. It was wonderful 
to watch them go up and touch the sea life, feel the different 
textures, and see their expressions.”
Cancro also set up a whale table with a 
variety of objects for the students to 
touch. She said, “It’s very hands 
on and it’s a cool way to learn 
about whales.”
After the presentation, 
the students engaged in 
culminating activities in their 
classrooms such as coloring 
pictures of whales and other 
sea creatures, and reading 
books about marine life.

TOUCH TANK MARINE EDUCATION

Students from three classes at the Islip Career Center recently 
joined forces to hold a Valentine’s Day sale that involved 
the talents of the Introduction to Baking, Computer Graphic 

Design, and Horticulture classes. This collective endeavor 
proved to be beautiful, creative, and delicious. Student-

baked cookies were packaged with fresh flowers and 
secured together with ribbon and charming holiday 

tags, designed by student graphic artists. These 
wonderful holiday gifts were on sale at the 

school for purchase by staff and students. 

Freshly Made Cookies, Roses, and  
Student-Designed Cards are Packaged Together

ICC HOLDS COLLABORATIVE 
VALENTINE’S DAY SALE
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Students from the Food Preparation and Business 
Education classes at the Islip Career Center (ICC) 
pooled their talents to organize a mock Trade 
Show at the school. The project was part of the 
advertising unit the business students are 
studying, and an opportunity to showcase 
the food and beverages created by the Food 
Preparation students, which are sold at the 
school’s retail store. 
Students worked with teachers to create 
signs, posters, brochures, nutritional 
information, and recipes for each booth, 
in addition to the many samples that 
were available to taste. On hand were such 
sweet and savory items as cookies, cakes, hot 
chocolate, empanadas, rice, and meatballs. Said 
Virginia Rios, Business Education teacher at ICC, 
“Our students were involved in every aspect of creating 
this trade show. They not only made the food and printed 
materials, but they greeted customers and promoted their 
products during the show. This project provided them with a 
fantastic, hands-on learning experience.”

CLASSES COLLABORATE TO STAGE 
MOCK TRADE SHOW AT ICC
Project Provides Small Taste of the Business World

Christopher, Sachem CSD (left) and 
Cristale, South Country CSD (above), 

at the ICC Mock Trade Show.

 Students James, Mount Sinai UFSD 
and Martin, Brentwood UFSD, with 

ESBOCES Business 
Education Teacher 

Virginia Rios.

A sample of samples 
from the mock Trade Show 

at the Islip Career Center.
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The waffle iron is experiencing a renaissance in the culinary world and 
the Food Prep classroom at the Bixhorn Technical Center (BTC) 

is no exception. This breakfast food appliance is now the 
in-demand tool for creating a range of meals from 

burgers, to pizzas, to sweet treats, and more. 
Lauren Battista, Food Service teacher at BTC, 

recently challenged her students to compete 
in a classroom “Waffle Throwdown” where 

they were required to prepare any kind of 
item – except waffles – using nothing but 
the ubiquitous waffle iron. The Food Prep 
class at BTC is a special career education 
program, which provides special 
education students with entry-level skills 
so that they may obtain employment in 
the food service industry. 

Students channeled inspiration and 
made empanadas, pizzas, cinnamon 

buns, s’mores, tacos, burgers, and grilled 
sandwiches. “Everyone was a winner at this 

throwdown,” said Ms. Battista. “I was especially 
impressed with the variety of items my students chose 

to create. Everything was delicious.”

FOOD PREP STUDENTS GET CREATIVE WITH  
WAFFLE THROWDOWN
Everything – Except Waffles – Must be Made in a Waffle Iron

Jesse, Central Islip UFSD, 
rolls out the dough for 
the waffle pizza he is 

preparing for the class 
“Waffle Throwdown” 

competition.

Food Service Teacher 
Lauren Battista, center, 
discusses culinary technique with 
students Jason, William Floyd UFSD and 

Michael, William Floyd UFSD.

For more news and information about  
Eastern Suffolk BOCES,  
please visit our website: www.esboces.org

Follow ESBOCES on

Download 
our 

mobile app!
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Students at the Academy at Bixhorn Technical Center 
Animal Science Program volunteered to host a table at 
the eighth Annual Scales and Tails Pet Fair at the Middle 
Country Public Library to promote their career and 

technical programs at BTC.
Animal Science Teacher Lisa Mongiello said, “The 

fair is a great opportunity for the students 
to speak about their experiences and the 

education they are receiving in the Animal 
Science Program. The community members 
enjoyed interacting with the students and 
the dogs we brought to the event.”

ANIMAL SCIENCE STUDENTS 
VOLUNTEER AT PET FAIR

Trevor Froelich and Dean Argenti, both Riverhead CSD 
students at the Academy at Ward Technical Center 
Automotive Technology Program, captured first place in the 
Regional Greater New York Automobile Dealers’ Association 
(GNYADA) Competition. As a result of their first place win, they 
were offered scholarships ranging from $5,000 to $12,000 from 
Lincoln Tech, New England Institute of Technology, Ohio Tech, 
and GNYADA Auto Training Center.

Students Cecilia Stevens, Mattituck-Cutchogue UFSD 
and Tyler Davonski, Westhampton Beach UFSD, enrolled 
at the Academy at Ward Technical Center Automotive 
Technology Program, took second place in the Greater 
New York Automobile Dealers’ Association (GNYADA) 
State Competition. Their prizes include a Snap-on 

four-piece plier set and scholarship money ranging from 
$1,000 to $7,500 to several different technical schools.

Trevor Froelich, Auto Tech Teachers  
Mike O’Hara and Nick Mascola, and 

 Dean Argenti, pose with their first place trophies.

Animal Science Teacher Lisa Mongiello, 
students Katherine Romero, Caleigh Doherty, 

and Carly Stein from Connetquot CSD; Diana 
Mancuso, Middle Country CSD; and Animal 

Science Teacher Laura Donohue, provide information 
about the Animal Science Program.

AUTO TECHNOLOGY STUDENTS 
TAKE SECOND PLACE IN STATE 

GNYADA COMPETITION

Representatives from GNYADA pose with Auto Tech Teacher 
Mike O’Hara, and students Tyler Davonski and Cecilia Stevens 

and a $1,000 check from GNYADA.

AUTO TECHNOLOGY STUDENTS 
TAKE FIRST PLACE AT GNYADA 
REGIONAL COMPETITION

EASTERN LONG ISLAND
ACADEMY OF APPLIED TECHNOLOGY

Find Your Future Here
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Cecilia Stevens, a Mattituck-Cutchogue UFSD student, 
is a 2015-2016 Vanguard Student Recognition Award 
recipient. The award recognizes outstanding students 
who are enrolled in a career and technical education 
program that prepares them for careers that are not 
traditional for their gender. The eight winners were 
selected from a pool of nominees from secondary and 
post-secondary institutions.
Cecilia, or Ceci, as she likes to 
be called, is enrolled in the 
Automotive Technology Program 
at the Academy at Ward 
Technical Center in Riverhead. 
Ceci was nominated by her 
teacher, Mike O’Hara.
When she was in 10th 
grade, Ceci took advantage 
of the Summer Career 
Exploration programs 
offered by ESBOCES. 
“My mom suggested 
cosmetology; turns out that 
just wasn’t my thing,” said 
Ceci. “Mom said, ‘choose a 
different program.’ She wanted 
me to learn a skill so I could have a 
career and get a job. She said, ‘how 

about trying something completely different like auto 
technology?’ “Turns out, working on automobiles is my 
thing,” said Ceci.
“She’s dedicated, works hard, and has a real passion for 

working on cars,” said O’Hara. He shared that Ceci 
is doing an internship at Lucas Ford in Riverhead 

where she was recently offered a job.
The Vanguard Award is administered by the 

New York State Nontraditional Employment 
and Training (NET) Program. The NET 
program is committed to the promotion 
of gender-neutral educational 
strategies and practices. The NET 
Program is a program of the Center 
for Women in Government and Civil 
Society, and is funded through a grant 
from the NYS Education Department.

Cecilia, her family, and Mr. O’Hara will 
be honored along with the other seven 

award winners from across New York 
State at a dinner and ceremony in April in 

Albany, New York. 
Ceci is the only winner from Long Island.

VANGUARD STUDENT  
AWARD WINNER

Students at the Academy at Milliken Technical Center in Nick DeBlanco’s Heating, Air 
Conditioning, and Refrigeration class practice driving the forklift as they work toward 
earning their forklift operator’s certification. Obtaining this certification before they 
graduate makes students that much more valuable to potential employers, as 
these machines are widely used in the industry.

STUDENTS EARN FORKLIFT 
CERTIFICATION WHILE IN CLASS
HVAC Students Prepare for Job Market

Teacher Nick DeBlanco and class.

Jayson Devoe,  
Eastport-South Manor CSD,  

gets some road time as he 
practices driving the forklift.

EASTERN LONG ISLAND
ACADEMY OF APPLIED TECHNOLOGY

Find Your Future Here
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The students in the Regional STEM High School recently 
put their technical know-how to work to benefit 

U.S. troops stationed overseas in combat zones. 
Students learned to use a lathe to manufacture 
Freedom Pens, which are pens created by 
volunteers all over the U.S. After they are made, 
these pens are shipped to military personnel as 
a symbol of solidarity and to serve as a reminder 

for troops each time they use them, of the support 
that exists here for them in the United States. 

Material kits to create the pens, which consist of wooden 
blanks (to form the bodies of the pens), ink cartridges, and 
hardware were purchased. Each student learned to turn the 
wooden blanks on a lathe to create an individual design, 
and then assembled the cartridges and hardware. A lathe is 
a machine used to work wood, metal, and other materials. It 
holds and rotates the material on a horizontal axis against a 
tool that shapes it. A collection of attractive pens fashioned 
by the STEM High School students were shipped back to 
Penn State Industries, the online supplier from where the 
kits were purchased. Penn State Industries then sends the 
Freedom Pens to U.S. troops 
stationed overseas.

STEM HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS 
CREATE FREEDOM PENS FOR 
U.S. SERVICEMEN

A wooden blank will spin 
 on the lathe so that a 

decorative design will be 
fashioned into the wood.

Joseph Kaming-Thanassi, Port Jefferson UFSD, 
uses a pen assembly tool to facilitate in the 

manufacturing of a Freedom Pen.

Handmade Gifts from Students Provide 
Support from Home

Back row, from left: Dejeau Pierre, Patchogue-Medford UFSD; 
Joseph Kaming-Thanassi, Port Jefferson UFSD; Tyler Parachini, 

Middle Country CSD. Front row, from left: Misael Fuentes, 
Patchogue-Medford UFSD; Robert McNamee, Connetquot CSD; 

and Vasilia Shaw, South Country CSD.

Thomas Vario, Connetquot 
CSD, uses a lathe and hand 
tools to carefully carve a 
spinning wooden blank into 
the body of a pen.

Freedom Pens created by STEM 
High School students.

EASTERN LONG ISLAND
ACADEMY OF APPLIED TECHNOLOGY

Find Your Future Here

Science, Technology,
Engineering, MathematicsSTEM
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After studying the American Civil War in class, Lindsay Schultz, 
Social Studies teacher at the Regional STEM High School 
of Engineering and Applied Science, told her students 
they’d be recreating a particular battle in the war as 
part of the required class project. This battle was to be 
fashioned after the popular board game, Risk. 
Students chose the Battle of Culp’s Hill, which played 
a prominent role in the Battle of Gettysburg. Students 
created a life-sized battlefield in their classroom, marked 
out peaks, territories, and areas of Culp’s Hill with masking 
tape, and placed different colored plastic army figures where 
needed, along with color-coded signs. Rules, details, generals, 
and teams consisting of students and staff were mapped out as well. 
The dice were rolled, soldiers advanced upon the field and fell in battle 
before they were removed from the board. Territories were lost and gained 
until the North ultimately emerged victorious. “We created a game that is 
fun for everyone, but educational at the same time,” said STEM High School 
student Nicolas Pelaez from Hampton Bays UFSD.

STEM HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS 
RECREATE GAME OF RISK TO 
STUDY CIVIL WAR

Nicolas Pelaez 
positions his team’s 

soldiers on the board.

Reenact Battle of Culp’s Hill at Gettysburg 
Board-Game Style

Thomas Vario, Connetquot CSD, left, and 
Patrick English, East Hampton UFSD, 

the two commanding generals of the 
North and the South, respectively.

STEM  
High School  
Social Studies Teacher  
Lindsay Schultz, back row, fourth from left, 
with her class and colleagues who participated 
in the game.

STEM 
High School 

students determine 
how to adapt the game to their class project.

EASTERN LONG ISLAND
ACADEMY OF APPLIED TECHNOLOGY

Find Your Future Here

Science, Technology,
Engineering, MathematicsSTEM
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Students in the Marine and Motorsports Technology 
Program at the Academy at Bixhorn Technical Center 
attended the New York Boat Show held at the  
Jacob Javits Center in NYC and presented by 
Progressive Insurance.
Teacher Jason Pickerell said, “Students were able to 
see new technology being used in the field, meet 
with industry leaders, and talk with area employers. 
They also completed a hands-on boat-maneuvering 
activity presented by Progressive Insurance.”

Adult 
students 

and students from 
Connetquot CSD, Rocky Point UFSD, Riverhead CSD, 

East Quogue UFSD, Miller Place UFSD, Eastport-
South Manor CSD, East Moriches UFSD, and East 

Hampton UFSD, pose with Marine and Motorsports 
Technology Teacher Jason Pickerell outside the 
Jacob Javits Center at the New York Boat Show.

Keith Maggio, Rocky Point UFSD; Kevin 
Moss, Miller Place UFSD; and Progressive 

Insurance representative (far right) watch as 
Frank Saitta, Connetquot CSD, maneuvers a boat 

in the Progressive Insurance activity.

STUDENTS LEARN  
NEW TECHNOLOGY 

HIGH-TECH HELP FROM BTC

The students in Giovanni Chiarelli’s Computer Repair 
class at the Academy at Bixhorn Technical Center 
are helping other students in Kenya to enhance their 
education with technology by providing them with 

laptops. The students took twenty laptops that 
no longer worked and donated their time to 

refurbish them. The equipment was sent 
overseas with the Hope Children’s Fund, 
a nonprofit organization. 
Amazing work!

Computer Repair Students Donate Time 
and Equipment

Computer Repair students Zachary Zosimo, Center Moriches UFSD;  
Aleksandrs Rennert, Connetquot CSD; and Tyler Vogel,  

Three Village CSD, with the equipment they and their classmates 
have refurbished for the Hope Children’s Fund.

EASTERN LONG ISLAND
ACADEMY OF APPLIED TECHNOLOGY

Find Your Future Here
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Chelsea Tarkington, an 
Eastport-South Manor 

CSD student, gave 
community member 
Constance Borny of 
Riverhead a shampoo, 

haircut, and styled 
her hair.

Community 
members getting 
manicures and haircut 
and styling services.

Jeremias Hernandez, a Riverhead 
CSD student, prepares to style a 

community member’s hair.

Alicia Villafana, West Islip UFSD, 
gives ESBOCES Vocational 
Rehabilitation Counselor 
Christina Murgola and her 
daughter manicures.

Giavanna Bergano, 
Three Village CSD, 
is going to style 
the hair of a young 
community member.

HIGH-TECH HELP FROM BTC

Cosmetology students at the Academy at Milliken Technical Center 
and Ward Technical Center held An Afternoon of Beauty offering 
special salon services for a $5 donation and a non-perishable 
food item. Proceeds benefitted St. John’s Nepomucene in 
Oakdale, the Long Island Council of Churches, and New 
Beginnings Brendan House in Riverhead.
Over 300 members of the community came for manicures, 
paraffin wax hand treatments, haircuts, blow-outs, and 
styling. The event raised over $1,500 and over 450 lbs. of 
food was donated.
Constance Borny of Riverhead said she saw the event listed in her 
local newspaper and decided to come down for a haircut. “The students 
were very nice. They showed off the skills they are learning. I enjoyed 
the experience especially knowing that my donation was going to a 
good cause.” 
Cosmetology Teacher Carolyn McKillop said, “It’s a win-win situation 
for the students and the community. The students have the opportunity 
to display their talents, practice their skills and customer relations, and it is 
good will to the community.”

AN AFTERNOON OF BEAUTY 
SUPPORTS LOCAL FOOD  
PANTRIES AND CHURCHES

EASTERN LONG ISLAND
ACADEMY OF APPLIED TECHNOLOGY

Find Your Future Here

For more news and information about the 
Eastern Long Island Academy of Applied Technology,  
please visit our website: www.academyli.org

Follow the 
Academy on

Download 
our 

mobile app!
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Culinary Arts students in Lauren Battista’s Food Service 
Program at Bixhorn Technical Center made heart and 
ribbon-shaped lollipops to sell and raise donations for 
autism awareness. 
The multi-step process of blending the autism 
colors of red, yellow, dark, and light blue to make 
a lollipop demonstrated the student’s attention to 
detail. “The students took their time and created 
the exact colors they needed,” said Chef Battista.
“The students learn to multitask, use the skills 
they are learning in the classroom, and work as 
a team in food prep,” said Chef Battista. 

It’s not just about 
food tasting good, 
the students also work 
on presentation. 

“We always check and double check that they incorporate 
sanitation and safety measures in the kitchen,” 

said Chef Battista.
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Michael, William Floyd 
UFSD; Jackie, Patchogue-Medford 

UFSD; Jason, William Floyd UFSD; Katana, 
William Floyd UFSD; Selen, Middle Country 
CSD; Chef Lauren Battista; Jesse James, 
Central Islip UFSD; and Teacher Assistant 
Jill Hamill are a well-oiled machine making 
everything taste and look good.
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